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Part B: Self-Development Plan

Instructions:
1. Set at least one self-directed learning goal to enhance your RN practice.
2. Complete at least one learning activity related to your goal.
3. Identify how your learning impacted your RN practice. 

Tip: It is recommended that your self-development plan be SMART (Specific, Measurable, Attainable, Relevant  
and Timely). Check out the CCP Guide for details.

Learning Goal(s) and Activity(ies)

Learning goal(s) Learning activity(ies)  
(be as specific as possible)

Expected 
date of 
completion

Date  
completed
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Impact on my Nursing Practice

How did completing your learning activities impact your RN practice? Include at least one specific example. If you are not 
currently working, anticipate how your learning will impact your practice when you return to work.   


	Learning Goals 1: When reflecting on the self-assessment question about supporting culturally safe practices, I realize that I do not fully understand what that looks like, since I am lacking awareness about different cultures, specifically gender culture. As a xxxx xxxx, I recognize the importance of understanding the different types of diversity that I might encounter in the classroom, in order to create a learning environment that is inclusive, non-bias and nonjudgmental. I plan tofocus on increasing my understanding of supporting culturally safe practices by gaining awareness about gender identity and diversity .
	Learning Activity 1: Read the book: Gender: Your GuideA GENDER_FRIEDLY primer ON What to Know, What to Say, and What to Do in the New Gender Culture.Author, Lee Airton, PhD Assistant Professor of Gender and Sexuality Studies in Education at Queen's University in Kingston, Ontario.Attended a talk: by Dr. James Makokois on diversity and inclusion where he discussed his role in providing gender affirming care. Red River College Polytechnic, Red Forum 2023
	Exp Date of Completion 1: xxxx xx, 2023
	Date Completed 1: xxxx xx, 2023
	Date Completed 2: xxxx xx, 2023
	Learning Goals 2: I will increase my understanding of gender identity and gender diversity, in order to provide nursing instruction and care that is more inclusive and culturallysensitive by xxxx xx 2023.Specifically I will address my own lack of know ledge and understanding about:1. gender and how is it different from biological sex2. understanding gender and language3. identify 3 strategies that I can implement in my classroom to make my teaching more inclusive.
	Learning Activity 2: Workplace policy: Shared Health Manitoba: Pronouns, 2SLGBTQIA+ & Health Care Leading Practice Guide: https://sharedhealthmb.ca/w p- content/uploads/Pronouns-2SLGBTQQIA-Health-Care-Leading-Practice-Guide- v2.pdfLegislation: Canada's gender identity rights Bill C- 16 explained. cbc.cahttps://w w w .cbc.ca/cbcdocspov /features/canadas-gender-identity-rights-bill-c-16-explained
	Exp Date of Completion 2: xxxx xx, 2023
	Date Completed 3: xxxx xx, 2023
	Learning Goals 3: 
	Learning Activity 3: Read a journal article: Cultural Competence in the Care of LQBTQ Patients. National Library of Medicine(2022) Brittany Bass, Hassan Nagy. Research Article.
	Exp Date of Completion 3: xxxx xx, 2023
	Impact on my Nursing Practice: The knowledge gained from completing the outlined learning activities, has broadened my understanding of gender and has allowed me to reflect on my personal belief s and biases around gender and identity. Previously, I viewed gender and biological sex as the same thing; I had a very vague understanding of their differences. By reading books, journal articles, legislation and workplace policies, and by reflecting on my own belief s and biases, I have a gained a clearer understanding of the distinction between these two concepts. My improved understanding has allowed me to look at my ow n nursing practice and identify strategies to create positive change. By implementing these strategies, I feel I have contributed to a teaching environment and a patient care environment that is more gender inclusive and culturally sensitive. I have learned that gender is how one feels most aligned in relationship to what society has defined as male or female. The social and cultural expression of male and female can vary based on the society one lives in. Gender is often expressed through an individuals clothing, hobbies, behaviours and pronouns. Although the norm i s to view gender as binary; male and female, there are also gender identities that exist outside of that binary. Gender identity and expression are separate from biological sex, for example an individual may identify as female but biologically are male and vice versa. It i s most respectful to ask an individual w hat their pronouns are or use their name directly w hen you are unsure of their gender or w hat pronouns to use.Three strategies I have implemented to apply this know ledge to my practice are, using gender neutral language when teaching, introducing my self by stating both my name and my pronouns, and including my pronouns in my email signature. For example when teaching cauterization, I am now conscientious of the language I use to describe the body parts used for demonstration and practice. Instead of stating "when catheterizing a female patient..." or "for the female patient insert...", I have changed my language and state "when catheterizing a patient with female genitalia" or "for patients with female genitalia insert...".Also, I feel more comfortable asking individuals what their preferred pronouns are, since I now understand the significance of addressing them properly. Through these learning activities I have realized the stigma and discrimination faced by gender diverse individuals on a regular basis, that extends to the health care environment. With the awareness gained, I w as able to identify changes I can implement to shape a more culturally sensitive and safe space for gender diverse individual s in my classroom and in the hospital environment. Ultimately, this new awareness has helped me to be more accepting and inclusive for all of my students and patients.
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